
 
 

DIRECTOR’S INTERN 

FEB-APRIL 2013 

 
The role 
 

Stephen Bowen, Director of BIHR, is looking to recruit an intern to support him in the 

running of BIHR. This exciting internship will provide a unique opportunity to gain valuable 

insight into the running of a small charity, and provides exposure to high level policy and 

public affairs work. There will be opportunities to attend external events/meetings, giving an 

insight into the current state of play with regards to human rights in the UK. 

 

The right candidate will be a highly organised and focused individual, able to manage 

competing deadlines. This will provide excellent hands-on experience, interested in 

providing Executive Assistant support and/or policy and public affairs research.   

 

We are looking for someone who is able to commit to 3 – 4 days a week for 3 months 

minimum starting in February 2013. The role is unpaid; BIHR will refund travel expenses 

within London (zones 1 – 6) and lunch up to £5 per day (expenses will only be reimbursed if 

receipts are provided).  

 

 

Task description  

 
1. Administrative support to the Director, including including maintaining and 

developing contacts and systems, drafting communications, organising and preparing 

for external meetings.  

 

2. Legal and academic research on human rights issues to assist with preparation for 

teaching. 

 

3. Legal and policy research on current developments in the UK, European and 

international human rights field  

 

4. Drafting and editorial assistance of speeches, presentations and other materials 

 

5. Attending meetings with the Director and other BIHR staff and assisting with pre-

meeting preparation and minute-taking 

 

6. Assistance with general administrative tasks at BIHR such as opening the post, 

answering the phone, newsletter and event mail-outs and responding to email/post 

enquiries from the general public 

 



 

 

 

Person specification 
 

Essential 

 

 Able to commit to 3-4 days a week for 3 months minimum 

 Completed or studying for a legal qualification (degree or diploma) or similar 
professional experience 

 Knowledge of the Human Rights Act and international human rights law 

 Experience of office administration, including the ability to research information on 
the internet and an intermediate level of knowledge of Microsoft Word, Outlook 

and Excel 

 Excellent oral and written communication skills – including fluency in English. Verbal 

skills include a confident telephone manner, and negotiation and influencing skills. 

Written skills include a clear conscience written style with the ability to use plain 

English  

 Proactive with ability to work on own initiative  

 Ability to work under pressure and to strict deadlines 

 Excellent organisational skills with accuracy and attention to detail 

 Interest in human rights and their value for people in the UK 

 

 

Desirable 

 

 Postgraduate or professional qualification (completed or pending) in law 

 Experience of networking/ building relationships 
 

 


